Parks and Recreation Meeting – Thursday, April 19, 2018
In Attendance: Apryl Blood, Kimberly Edelmann, Tim Blagden, Jamie Morgan and Alan Piroso.
Co-Ed Softball:
Rules changes voted in:
1)

We will offer an end of year tournament for all teams.

2)
Count: 0-0 count this year with 1 foul to waste. If you hit a foul with 2 strikes, that's the waste, another
foul and it's an out. Manager’s will be told that if it causes our games to go too long we reserve the option to
change to a 1-1 count or back to no count.
3)

Home Run Rule: will be removed for this year.

Budget:
Front baseball fence is getting repaired on Monday, 4/23.
Riverside Park:
Riverside Fences where severely damaged from the ice/flood in Jan., Apryl secured an estimate for
fixing/replacing the damaged fences. Sent the photos and estimate to Jim to find out the next step. Little league
games start 4/30, and hopefully they can be fixed prior. Kimberly said she would look into this as Jim is out of
the office.
Bagley:
The soccer goals have been damaged at Bagley, Apryl will check to see if that can still be added the original
claim from the ice storm. We were unable to access them until the ice cleared.
Silver Lake:
Other:
There has been interest in starting a Pickleball league, Apryl will follow up on pricing to start the league and a
person to run it/set it up.
Spring Cleanup dates was moved to 4/27 @ 9am
Co-Ed Softball Starts May 6 – June 17.
Adopt-A-Highway is set for May 12 @ 9am.
WYSA Kickball Tournament is set for July 7, time TBD.
Ladies Softball July 15 & 29, to be confirmed.
Football to start August 8. Football Field Use Form will be sent to the President prior to start.
*****Next Meeting Thursday, May17 @ 7pm at the Library ****

